
When Every Listing Taken is Money in the Bank 
 
What would it take for EVERY listing taken to be money in the bank.   
Every one sold. Every time. Fast. What would that be like? 
 
Would it be easier to prospect and set appointments? 
Would it be easier to lead follow up? 
 
Let’s brainstorm what that scenario would look like: 
 
#1 - Every Seller you listed would have to be Highly Motivated to sell and YOU know it.  
Which means you’d have asked them: What happens if you don’t sell the home? And the answer is “I have to 
sell it and here’s why. 
You’d clearly understand their motivation and be strong on helping them achieve the sale by constantly 
reminding them of it. 
Which means you’d need to SELL them on why SELLING NOW for a FAIR PRICE was the BEST thing for them 
because of (motivation). 
How are you doing that now? 
What stats are you using? What graphs? What tools? 
Do you KNOW without a shadow of a doubt WHY every listing you have is selling? 
Do you KNOW without a doubt, what they are doing with the funds that come from the sale? 
Do you KNOW what will happen if they don’t sell? 
 
#2 - Every Seller would need to have CLEAR and REALITY-BASED Expectations 
This comes from a strong listing presentation. 
Which means you’d need to spend TIME going over what YOU know… so they also know it.  
We often complain about sellers that “don’t seem to understand"…. or “just don’t get it”.  And I’d pose to you 
the question: Why don’t they understand or get it?  
Have we done a great job telling them what they need to know?  
We often spend a lot of time GETTING the listing… without spending the time it takes to be sure the 
Seller clearly understands what it takes to sell and close.  
What’s normal. What’s not normal. (They WILL offer less unless we have multiple offers or it’s brand new on 
market 98% of the time…. They WILL ask for repairs… The appraisal may come in low… Agents sometimes 
leave the doors unlocked or lights on… It may not close on time… All those are NORMAL) 
The best way to have Sellers with Reality Based Pricing Expectations is… CLEAR COMPS…  to get an Appraisal 
for Marketing Purposes. 
 
#3- Every Seller would understand that Commission to the Selling office is a Marketing Tool.  
So they’d offer the right % to get them sold in YOUR market.  
A 1% increase in selling office commission costs the seller the same as a 1% price reduction. Which is more 
effective? 
We went over this recently, so if you if you missed that call, click HERE to hear it. 
 
#4- Every Seller would understand that Underpricing can be a Marketing Tool to sell fast. 
What happens if you combine Underpricing with YOUR great marketing?  That’s right… dozens of people, 
hundreds of people... who what that house! 
It’s like a live person in a pool of zombies! (sorry… TWD reference) They FLOCK to it and all want it. 
Again… if you missed that call, click on the link above. 
 
#5- Every Seller would understand their expected NET at closing with a full price offer is 
_____.   
BONUS: Have them sign it at 5% less than full is _______.  10% below is _________. 
When Sellers LOOK at those figures and understand them, we have far less problem getting offers accepted or 
deals falling out because they didn’t understand the costs to sell and cost to pay off their mortgage (usually it’s 
balance PLUS a month’s payment… interest in arrears…) The GOI faster…  
Deal in the NET.  
 
#6- Every Seller would understand that Systematic Price Reductions cause new “splashes in the 
pool of buyers”. 



And that other “old listings" like yours that are just sitting around floating in the pool waiting for someone to 
bump into them again. 
We MUST refresh the listing to the pool of buyers all the time. 
 
#7- Every Seller would understand that all the advertising in the world won’t sell the house if 
there is another home that is better priced/condition in competition. 
Gas station story… which station would you buy your gas at? The one that advertised a lot… or the one with the 
lowest price? — Buyers do the same thing. 
Discuss condition issues. Recommend a Pre-Inspection when it’s listed so you can handle all the things that 
come up BEFORE a buyer inspects it! Or disclose and price accordingly. 
PRICE and CONDITION.  
 
#8- Every Seller would understand that ___% of homes listed DO NOT sell.  
Use Monopoly Houses visual. Which pile do they want to be in? 
 
#9- YOU clearly understand that you don’t get paid to list homes. And in fact, it cost you money.  
And the Seller understands that too. If they don’t TRULY want to sell, all your efforts are for zero. 
There is no salary. No hourly. If the house doesn’t sell, you don’t get paid. Period.   
Do your Sellers clearly understand that? That you have hard costs. MLS, Realtor.com, Photographer, 
Videographer, Sign, Lockbox, Marketing, Assistant, etc.  
 
#10- Every Seller would understand that where the commission goes to.   
Buyers Broker, Buyers Agent, Your Broker, Your marketing and staffing and licensing and buyer-generating 
costs.  Taxes paid on Independent Contractor income.  That many agents net approximately half of what they 
gross AFTER paying the other side.  
In fact, my bet is most agents pay taxes on less than 25% of their gross income… Sad, but true. Because the 
COST to run a real estate business is high.   
Bonus: Your Goal should be to pay taxes on 50% or more… Do you? Think about that. Does your Seller 
understand that?  
 
Why is it important for Sellers to understand these things? 
Does anyone really want to take advantage of you? No. 
 
If we followed this above and our Sellers were truly educated… and we said No to those that really didn’t want 
or need to sell and wouldn’t list at a price to cause it to sell…. then EVERY listing would truly be “money 
in the bank”.  
 
And you’d stop taking unsalable listings. Stop wasting time.  
How much would that be worth to you? 
 
Educate ahead of time… be PARTNERS with the Seller… We’re in this together. We are on the SAME SIDE. I 
represent you. 
 
Are you ready to make that happen in 2016?  
It’s up to you. 
 
 


